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JOB HUNTING? DON'T BLOW THE INTERVIEW -- In today's tough job market, no one can afford to
interview poorly, says Greg Hayes, director of the University of Dayton Career Placement Center. Hayes offers
these tips:
* Dress for success. An interview is a formal event, and neatness counts. Men should trim hair and mustaches
and wear business suits in blue or gray. For women, a business suit in conservative colors -- not a dress -- is
appropriate. Wear little makeup, little jewelry, don't paint your fingernails and avoid wearing fragrance.
* Avoid distractions. Maintain eye contact with the interviewer.
* Clearly articulate your goals. Hayes, who formerly worked for Toyota, can recall job applicants who, when
asked why they wanted to work for the automaker, gave such lame reasons as "My father drives a Toyota."
* Speak clearly and avoid slang and trendy expressions.
* Send a handwritten note · to thank the interviewer. Try to mention something specific that will help the
interviewer remember you.
Contact Greg Hayes at (513) 229-2045 or (513) 427-9343.

A MOST AWFUL YEAR FOR THE BRITISH ROYALS-- The most recent bad news for Britain's royal
family-- Charles and Diana's split-- could portend the end of the British monarchy, says Laura Hunt, assistant
professor of history at the University of Dayton. "It's just been blow after blow," says Hunt. "I don't think
the monarchy will last into the 21st century." While marital problems are nothing new for the royal family,
these dramatic changes appear to be seriously weakening the monarchy's position, Hunt says. "It seems to point
to either a wholesale failure internally in the monarchy or the fact that modern society is no longer willing to
put up with foibles in the monarchy."
Hunt noted that Princess Diana has always been overwhelmingly more popular than her reclusive husband.
"She (Diana) is far and away the most popular member of the royal family," Hunt says, "with the exception
perhaps of th~ueen herself or the Queen Mother."
Contact Laura Hunt at (513) 229-3919 or (513) 751-0079 through Dec. 16.

PUT RESOLUTIONS IN WRITING-- Almost everyone knows someone who makes a New Year's resolution
and conveniently forgets it in a week. Want to keep yours? Write it down, says University of Dayton associate
professor of marketing William Lewis. "If you don't write it down now, then you've postponed your success.
Planning is probably the most productive activity you can engage in," Lewis said. Lewis also cautions not to
confuse dreams and goals. "A goal is an idea with an action plan, with a timetable," he says.
Contact William Lewis at (513) 229-3704 or (513) 434-8557.
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